The Road to Roadrunner

A collaboration between LANL and IBM, the Roadrunner cluster computer operated between 2008 and 2013, and was the first supercomputer to break the petaflop/s barrier, performing over one quadrillion sustained floating-point operations per second. The first large-scale "hybrid" cluster, Roadrunner was both unique and a harbinger of what was to come. It was unique in that, even as Roadrunner proved the viability of heterogeneous computing, Roadrunner's particular architectural approach, combining conventional CPUs with Cell accelerator chips, ended with IBM's cancellation of the Cell chip line. Yet, as a harbinger, Roadrunner's development continued directly with some of the most significant issues facing the High-Performance Computing field, such as performance per watt and HPC's declining share of the overall computing market, an issue impacting the technical and supply options underlying new systems. HPC centers, even more so than in the decades before, had to become creative in their selection and application of the products that a limited range of vendors were willing to supply, amid HPC's search for viable paths around its enroaching technical hurdles. Roadrunner's place amids the complex supercomputing environment and its challenges in the early twenty-first century is best understood through the context of other pathfinder machines, like the Cray-1 and the Connection Machines, which introduced new architectures, and brought both obvious and subtle disruptions, to the HPC field. This reveals that Roadrunner's was not the first contested architecture in the HPC community. However, many of its struggles were characteristic of the HPC field following the supercomputer-market crash of the 1990s, the shrinking place of HPC in computer market share in the early 2000s, and the increasing reliance upon simulation for the DOE's Stockpile Stewardship Program.

Subversive Architectures

Increases in computing hardware performance have typically been achieved in two ways:
1) Improving component technology (e.g. lower gate delays, faster memories).
2) Changing computer architectures (e.g. the transition from scalar-only to vector architectures).

Technical roadblocks in the former have typically spurred the latter, with most architectural changes since the 1960s involving the addition of various forms of parallelism or concurrency. New architectural approaches have encountered differing levels of resistance and acceptance in the HPC community, depending on a variety of social, economic, and technical factors. Examples of these architectural shifts include:

- Cray-1 (1976)
  - The first commercially successful vectorized supercomputer.
  - The Cray-1 balanced vector and scalar performance, making the Cray-1 less of a risk of disruption for existing supercomputer users than its vector-oriented competitors.
  - Market-share among new supercomputer customers and a growing range of software brought the Cray-style architecture to dominance in the HPC community from the late 70s through the 1990s.

- Thinking Machines CM-5, 1994. LANL
  - Among the first commercially viable massively parallel architectures (SIMD; MIMD for CM-5).
  - Most TMC (founded in 1983) computers utilized thousands of one-bit microprocessors, which reduced the wastefulness of large word sizes, and permitted more effective parallelization.
  - CM range found use in many scientific and cryptologic applications, but most supercomputer centers had little incentive to use from scientific vector architectures. Most centers were not encountering the technical limits of vector computing until the later 90s.

- Roadrunner: HPC History of LANL Supercomputing Project
  - Roadrunner was the realization of the larger HPC effort to leverage technologies developed for consumer products. Roadrunner's use of a modified version of the PS3's Cell chip extended that effort into the new heterogeneous-cluster paradigm. PS3 image Wikipedia

The Consequences

- Roadrunner demonstrated that large-scale hybrid clusters could be designed within the constraints of what vendors were able and willing to offer. Vendors like NVIDIA began offering other solutions for hybrid systems.
- Demonstrated that programming hybrids, though difficult, typically paid off for users and application developers. The point was to push programmers to make a difficult change.
- Roadrunner was fast and energy efficient for its time (2.2MW per petaflop vs. 6.6MW per petaflop for Oak Ridge's non-hybrid Jaguar cluster).
- Some lessons learned with Roadrunner, such as interdisciplinarity within programming groups, were applied inconsistently. Other lessons are now being rediscovered independently elsewhere.
- Hybrid clusters now constitute a disproportionate number of fastest machines, and a variety of hybrid-cluster hardware and software solutions are available from vendors on all performance levels. Hybrids are now accepted as an important path to exascale.

Conclusion: While computers like the Cray-1 and the Connection Machines appear to have stirred more clear-cut changes to HPC, they arose at a time when a more engaged computer vendor community sought solutions to issues in supercomputing. Roadrunner was the product of a radically different environment, where HPC users and centers assumed much more of the burden for recognizing and validating pathways to the future of HPC. Roadrunner proved the viability and potential of hybrid computing, and was a demonstration of how the HPC community could continue to innovate amid early twenty-first century constraints, without shying away from the difficult choices and work that ultimately laid the foundation for an emerging exascale era.